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Molecular-dynamics simulations of premelting processes in Cr2O3
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Molecular-dynamics simulations of the~0001! surface of Cr2O3 were carried out in the@300–2800 K# range
of temperatures using a classical Pauling-type pair potential. The analysis of the structural data shows a strong
surface relaxation in agreement with experiment. Both static and dynamic surface properties indicate that a
surface melting process occurs well below the melting point, which is estimated to be about 2500 K, in
excellent agreement with the experimental value of 2556 K. The diffusive properties of this disordered phase
are described and it is found that the main mechanism for diffusion involves hopping of surface atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chromium oxide layers formed on the surface of stainl
steel play an important role in preventing corrosion. At hi
temperatures, above 1000 K, cationic and anionic diffus
through the oxide layer results in a variety of mixed oxid
containing chromium. The stability of these oxides is in
mately related to the resistance of the material to corrosio
high temperature. One interesting aspect of chromium ox
that may shine some light on the role it plays as a coatin
the crystal growth and the melting processes it undergoe
a function of temperature, and related to this, the poin
which diffusion processes occur.

Recently, interest in a variety of processes in metal oxi
has grown rapidly. Several studies on the melting of M
have been published during the last few years1 in which con-
siderable attention has been paid to premelting proces
Among them, one of the most interesting involves a surf
melting in which a thin liquidlike film below the melting
temperature appears. The atoms in this film present inter
diate dynamic behavior between solid and liquid phas
This is the reason why this partially molten phase is of
called ‘‘quasiliquid.’’ Another type of disorder is that calle
roughening transition, which occurs when new structures
formed at the surface, such as steps, kinks, or ledges.2,3

The disordering and melting processes of rare-gas so
have been described by Lennard-Jones pair potentials.4 Met-
als have been studied employing molecular-dynamics~MD!
techniques in combination with some other formalism. F
example, Chen, Barnett, and Landman5 studied the disorder
ing and melting of the surface of Ni~110! using MD simula-
tions and the embedded-atom method, which is more ap
priate to describe the interatomic interactions in metals t
the pair potentials with conventional mathematical formul
Al ~110! and the low-index faces of copper have been stud
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~10!/6057~6!/$15.00
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by means of the effective-medium theory,6 and Au~111! us-
ing the ‘‘glue model.’’7

To date some theoretical studies have been carried ou
Cr2O3 using molecular-mechanics methods,8 however, only
the static properties of the system are determined. In
work we examine the stability of chromium oxide as a fun
tion of increasing temperature through molecular-dynam
simulations. We report on an observed premelting proces
the surface of simulated Cr2O3 using a classical pairwise
interaction potential. The diffusion coefficients and moti
mechanism for ions of this premelted phase have also b
investigated.

II. METHOD

The molecular-dynamics method involves the solution
the classical equations of motion ofN particles in a box with
periodic boundaries, interacting according to a potential la
In order to explore the transferability of interaction pote
tials, two different forms have been used in our simulatio
The first one is a Pauling-type function given by

V~r i j !5
qiqje

2

r i j
1

e2

n~s i1s j !
S s i1s j

r i j
D n

,

where qi are the effective charges ands i are the atomic
radii. The charges were taken from Catiet al.9 and the radii
from Shannon and Prewitt.10 The exponent was taken to be
according to Adams and McDonald.11 The long-range Cou-
lombic forces were calculated using the Ewald summat
method and a cutoff radius of 9.4 Å was used.

The second one has the same Coulombic term, plu
Buckingham-type short-range term of the form

V~r i j !5
qiqje

2

r i j
1Ai j expS 2r i j

r i j
D2

Ci j

r i j
6 ,
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whereqi in this case are the formal charges of13 and22,
and the values of parametersA, r, and C were taken from
Ref. 12. We used only the rigid-ion part of the potenti
Although initially it included the electronic polarizability
employing the shell model, it has been suggested that po
ization effects accounted for using the shell model are n
ligible in some melting processes.13,14 The parameters fo
both potentials are summarized in Table I.

The molecular-dynamics simulations were performed
the microcanonical ensemble using theSIMULA computer
code.15 The system consisted of 960 particles of which 3
represented chromium atoms and 576 oxygen atoms
ranged in a hexagonal cell witha5b519.803 Å, c
527.131 Å,a5b590°, andg5120°. In order to simulate
an infinite crystal, periodic boundary conditions were est
lished for the hexagonal cell in the three directions. Ho
ever, to simulate free surfaces of Cr2O3 we used a slab
formed by planes of atoms perpendicular to the basal di
tion. Separations of 100 Å between the slabs in the ba
direction were introduced in order to have independent s
in the periodic system upon imposing boundary conditio
The integration of Newton’s equations of motion was carr
out using the standard leap-frog algorithm with an integ
tion time step of 10215 s and the periodic boundary cond
tions were handled using the standard minimal ima
method.16 The conservation of energy was better than 1
10 000.

In order to obtain an equilibrated preheated sample,
system was taken from room temperature up to 1800 K
steps of 200 K through 5 ps thermalization runs in which
velocities were rescaled. From 1800 to 3000 K the simu
tions were carried out according to the following heati
schedule: 30 ps of thermalization, 10 ps to verify if the s
tem reached equilibrium, and 100 ps for statistics. In t
range, the temperature was increased by steps of 100 K

TABLE I. Pauling-type potential parameters.

Pauling

Atom Charge~e! Radius~Å!

Cr 2.325 0.755
O 21.55 1.24

Buckingham
Pair A ~eV! r ~Å! C ~eV Å6!

Cr-O 1734.1 0.3010 0.0
O-O 22 764.3 0.1490 27.88
.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chromium oxide has a hexagonal closed packed struc
of anions with two thirds of octahedral sites occupied
cations. Figure 1~a! shows a top view of the starting configu
ration, and Fig. 1~b! a side view. This configuration has
chromium termination, as can be seen from the figure wh
chromium atoms are represented by black balls. At the
ginning of the simulation schedule a strong vertical rela
ation was observed in agreement with experimental lo
energy electron diffraction data.17 Table II shows the
distances from the surface of the outermost stacking layer
Cr2O3 reported from experimental data, periodic Hartre

FIG. 1. ~a! Top view of the starting configuration;~b! a side
view. Note the chromium termination. Chromium atoms are rep
sented by black balls.
TABLE II. Distances~Å! from the surface of the outermost stacking layers of Cr2O3.

Layer Bulk structure
Experimental

dataa HF calculation Pauling Buckingham

Cr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
O 0.87 0.5860.04 0.45 0.50 0.45
Cr 1.75 1.3260.06 1.38 1.48 1.26
Cr 2.26 1.6160.15 1.85 1.72 1.62
O 3.14 2.6560.08 2.75 2.80 2.58

aReference 17.
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Fock calculations,18 and our simulations. As can be see
from the table both potentials used in the present work g
very similar results with displacements in agreement with
experiment. Surface energies estimated from perio
Hartree-Fock, molecular mechanics,8 and our simulations are
compared in Table III. The strong surface relaxation impl
a large stabilization of the surface. In our calculations
energy diminishes more than twice when the system evo
from the original configuration to the relaxed one. This e
ergy ratio is of the same order as those for the other
estimations.

In the course of the simulations we found that, ev
though the structural properties of the system computed
ther with one interaction potential or the other are very sim
lar, the dynamic properties are not in agreement with kno
properties of the real material. In particular, the Buckingh
potential model gives a melting point at 3400 K whereas
experimental value is 2556 K. As we will show below, th
Pauling-type potential gives a value of 2500 K, therefo
from this point on we describe only the results obtained w
the latter.

In Fig. 2, the total energy of the system computed at s
eral temperatures in the range 1800–3000 K is reported
can be seen the energy grows linearly up to 2450 K, whe
discontinuity is observed. This linear behavior continues
temperatures higher than 2550 K and is typical of the hea
of a homogeneous phase. The most outstanding featur
this plot is the discontinuity observed at;2500 K indicating
a first-order phase transition corresponding to the melting
the system. This temperature is in good agreement with
experimental melting point of 2556 K, the error being
0.02%.

TABLE III. Surface energies in J/m2.

Hartree-Focka MMb Pauling Buckingham

Initial 9.3 4.6 4.0 5.2
Relaxed 3.1 1.6 1.7 3.4

aReference 18.
bReference 8.

FIG. 2. Total energy of the system versus temperature.
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Figure 3 shows five snapshots of the system betw
1900 and 2550 K. In the first case an orderly system can
be observed. On increasing temperature, the inner la
keep their bulk structure up to 2450 K, however, the out
most layers disorder according to a surface melting proc
Beyond 2550 K, the order is completely lost, and the ma
rial is melted.

The premelting process can be monitored by analyz
the total density profiles of the system along thec axis re-
ported in Fig. 4. In the 300–1900 K range, the profiles e
hibit well-resolved peaks according to a crystalline sol
Upon heating, the profiles for the outermost shells broad
reflecting the appearance of surface disorder, while the in
region preserves its structure up to 2450 K. At 2550 K a
higher temperatures, the density profile exhibits a flat pro
indicating clearly that the phase transition has been acc
plished.

An interesting feature observed in Fig. 4 is the two prom
nent peaks observed at 1900 K. As shown in Fig. 5, wh
partial density profiles are reported, these peaks are due
second layer of Cr atoms. According to the well-known c
rundum distortions, the Cr layers are split as shown in F

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the system between 1900 and 2550 K
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FIG. 4. Averaged total density profiles of the system along thc
axis as a function of temperature.

FIG. 5. Averaged partial density profiles of the system along
c axis at 300, 1900, and 2100 K.
1~b!. However, because of surface relaxation, such a spl
lower for surface layers and decreases when tempera
rises. At 1900 K, the second-layer Cr atoms are virtually
the same depth, originating those sharp, more intense pe
The fact that these Cr atoms are located, in an averaged
at the samez coordinate, involves a larger Coulombic repu
sion, and when they reach enough kinetic energy, they
jump to the surface giving rise to local defects which are
origin of the surface melting.

Figure 6 shows the total displacement, after 100 ps sim
lation, versus particle number as a function of temperatu
Particles were numbered from2c to c in ascending order.
Therefore the extremes of the plots represent the outerm
layers. In the lower panel of the figure, where temperatur
1900 K, the total displacement corresponds to the resul
the normal vibrations of particles. In the middle panel~2100
K! the premelting is evident from the relatively large di
placement of particles in the outermost layers comprised
approximately the final 4 Å, these corresponding to th
layers. In the uppermost panel, where the system is at 2
K, the system appears totally liquid.

The premelting process also appears clearly by analyz
the partial radial distribution functionsg(r CrCr), g(r CrO), and
g(r OO), calculated over the whole slab. These functions
plotted in Fig. 7 at 300, 2450, and 2550 K. At 300 K~lower
panel! the peaks are sharp and well defined, and appear a
correct experimental distances as shown in Table IV, wh
the corresponding experimental values are also included.19 In
this table the distancer CrO of 1.81 Å corresponds to the

e

FIG. 6. Relative displacement of all particles, with respect
their original positions after 100 ps of simulated time at 1900, 21
and 2550 K. Lower and higher indices correspond to superfi
particles, whereas medium indices correspond to particles in
medium layers.
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threefold coordinated chromium atoms at the terminat
layers. On the other, at 2550 K, top panel of Fig. 7, the rad
distribution functions are broad in agreement with the f
that the system is totally liquid. Moreover, it is observed th
the curves do not tend to unity, as expected for a liquid,
feature being due to the volume change occurring when
system melts~see last snapshot in Fig. 3!. However, at 2450
K, middle panel, the shapes exhibited by the curves
found to be intermediate between the crystal and liquid on
With respect to the crystalline situation, there is a loss
resolution and the first-neighbor peak does not reach
zero, while with respect to the liquid state, the better reso
tion reflects a more ordered structure of the system.

In order to look at the motion of atoms in a detailed wa
we have calculated the diffusion coefficients of both oxyg

FIG. 7. Partial radial distribution functionsg(r CrCr), g(r CrO),
andg(r OO) at 300, 2450, and 2550 K.

TABLE IV. Positions of the first five peaks of the calculate
radial distribution functions and corresponding experimental da

Cr-Cr Cr-O O-O
Expt. MD Expt.a MD Expt. MD

2.89 2.89 1.96 1.81,b 1.95 2.62 2.62
3.42 3.38 2.01 2.02 2.73 2.74
3.64 3.68 3.37 3.37 2.84 2.84
4.95 4.95 3.63 3.71 2.99 2.96
5.35 5.43 3.69 3.71 3.95 3.99

aReference 19.
bThis value corresponds to superficial Cr atoms.
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and chromium species of the first four layers20 separately as
a function of temperature using Einstein’s relation16

D5 lim
t→`

^( i ur i~ t !2r i~0!u2&
6t

.

The results for the range@2000–2800# K are shown in Fig. 8.
In the upper panel it is shown that the first and second lay
of oxygen atoms start diffusing almost at the same rate.
oxygens located in the third and fourth layers start diffus
at higher temperatures, namely 2500 K in the third and 26
K in the fourth. This happens because the uppermost laye
of chromium atoms, which, as can be seen from the low
panel of Fig. 8, start diffusing at 2200 K. These layers of
atoms are bonded to the first layer of oxygens and there
drag them during the diffusing process. However, arou
2300 K the diffusion coefficient of Cr atoms drops becau
the second layer of oxygen atoms also starts moving
prevents the upper layers from moving further. When kine
energy is large enough to let the uppermost layer of ch
mium atoms move, between 2400 and 2450 K, the third
fourth layers of oxygens start diffusing. In other words, t
upper layers seem to acquire a partially disordered confi
ration allowing light atoms, such as oxygens, to move ins
superficial channels formed by the heavier chromium ato

In order to investigate whether the diffusion mechani
of a given species is by hopping or like in a liquid, the ra
of the fourth moment of the displacement to the second m
ment of the mean-square displacement,Pa , was computed
through the expression

Pa~ t !5
3^@Dr ~ t !#a

4&

5^@Dr ~ t !#a
2&2 51.

Pa51 indicates that particles of the system have a harmo
motion or that the system is in liquid state. In terms of d
fusion this implies that there is no diffusion at all or else t

.

FIG. 8. Calculated diffusion coefficients for oxygen and chr
mium atoms of the first four layers as a function of temperature
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6062 PRB 58MIGUEL ANGEL SAN MIGUEL BARRERA et al.
diffusion mechanism is like in a liquid. IfPaÞ1 then the
mechanism is by hopping. Figure 9 shows plots ofPa versus
time for the simulated system at 1700, 2450, and 2550 K
1700 K there is no diffusion as stated above, andPa oscil-
lates around unity, indicating a harmonic motion of all p
ticles, that is to say,Pa reflects the thermal vibration o
particles. At 2450 K both the chromium and oxygen curv

FIG. 9. Plots ofPa versus time for the simulated system
1700, 2450, and 2550 K.
B

t

-

s

present a clearly nonharmonic motion, indicating that
mechanism of diffusion is indeed by hopping from one re
tively stable site to another. The oxygen curve has lar
values ofPa , and shows a certain correlation to the chr
mium curve. This seems to confirm what we stated ab
related to the drag of oxygen layers by superficial chromi
atoms. Finally, at 2550 K the values ofPa lose the noise and
flatten around a constant value near unity, indicating that
diffusion process is already that of a liquid system.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

MD simulations of the surface of Cr2O3 have been carried
out using two different potential functions. The descriptio
of the structural properties of the system are similar in b
cases and are in agreement with experimental data. How
only the Pauling-type function is able to reproduce the
perimental melting point, the error being less than 0.02
The analysis of density profiles, atomic displacements, ra
distribution functions, and diffusion coefficients indicat
that a surface melting occurs at temperatures well below
melting point. Our simulations show that this process sta
at 2000 K when some chromium atoms jump from the s
ond layer to the surface, inducing a disorder. The diffus
mechanism of the atoms in such a disordered surfac
found to be hopping.
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